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Abstract-This paper deals with an optimal stopping problem in dynamic fuzzy systems with 
fuzzy rewards, and shows that the optimal discounted fuzzy reward is characterized by a unique 
solution of a fuzzy relational equation. We define a fuzzy expectation with a density given by fuzzy 
goals and we estimate discounted fuzzy rewards by the fuzzy expectation. This paper characterizes 
the optimal fuzzy expected value and gives an optimal stopping time. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Sequences of fuzzy sets defined successively by fuzzy relations are first studied by Bellman and 
Zadeh [l]. Baldwin and Pilsworth [2] and Esogbue and Bellman [3] have discussed fuzzy decision 
processes from the standing point of dynamic programming. In the previous papers [4-71, we 
defined a dynamic fuzzy system using a fuzzy relation and gave limit theorems for the transition 
of fuzzy states of the system under the contractive and nonexpansive properties of the fuzzy 
relation, and in [8], we also introduced fuzzy rewards for the system and discussed fuzzy decision 
processes for total fuzzy rewards with respect to a partial order, which is called the fuzzy max 
order. 
On the other hand, optimal stopping problems in a fuzzy environment were studied by several 
authors [5,9,10] in the fuzzy decision models introduced by Bellman and Zadeh [l]. This paper 
deals with an optimal stopping problem in the dynamic fuzzy system with fuzzy rewards. We 
define a fuzzy expectation with a density given by fuzzy goals on the basis of the concept of 
decision making in [l]. We estimate fuzzy rewards by the fuzzy expectation and we call them 
fuzzy expected values. This paper discusses a problem maximizing the fuzzy expected values with 
respect to stopping times, and in Section 3, proves that the optimal fuzzy expected value equals 
to the fuzzy expectation of optimal fuzzy rewards regarding the fuzzy max order. In Section 2, 
we show that the optimal fuzzy reward is a unique solution of a fuzzy relational equation, and 
in Section 4, we give an optimal stopping time. In Section 5, a numerical example is given to 
illustrate our theoretical idea. 
Let E be a metric space. Let F(E) be the set of all fuzzy sets l: E ++ [0, l] which are upper 
semicontinuous and satisfy sup&E i(z) = 1. Let q : E X E H [0, l] be a continuous fuzzy relation 
satisfying @(z, .) E F(E) (rc E E). Let S E F(E). In this paper, we deal with a sequence of fuzzy 
states {.Gn}r=s defined by the following dynamic fuzzy system (see [4]): 
SO := s’ and &+1(y) := ;s;min{&(z), g(z, y)}, Y E E, 72 = 0, 1,2, . . . . (1.1) 
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For simplicity, we define a map 4 : F(E) I+ F(E) as follows. For any i E 3(E), 
4 (f) (Y) := :tgmin {i(z), Q(z, Y)} , y E E. (1.2) 
Further, putting 
$’ (i) := t’ and p (t’) := @(p-“-’ (i)) , 72=1,2,..., for t’ E F(E), (1.3) 
(1.1) is represented by Z, = p(5). 
First, we describe nonnegative fuzzy numbers in order to define fuzzy rewards. Let R+ := 
[0, oo). For a fuzzy set TL on R+ and a E [0, 11, the a-cut ii, is defined by 
ii,:={~~R+]ii(.r)La} (a~(O,l)) and iic:=cl{z~R+)6(~)>0}, 
where cl denotes the closure of a set (for the details, refer to [11,12]). Then, a fuzzy set 6 on R+ 
is called a nonnegative fuzzy number if 6 satisfies the following conditions (Nl)-(N3). 
(Nl) The a-cut ii, is a bounded closed subinterval of R+ for cr E [0, 11. We represent it by 
(N2) ;L a* 
CX’<CI 6,) = i& for cr > 0. 
(N3) ii is normal, i.e., sup,eR+ ii(z) = 1. 
We denote the set of all nonnegative fuzzy numbers by Fn(R+), and denote the set of all bounded 
closed subintervals of R+ by C(R+). 
An addition and a scalar multiplication for nonnegative fuzzy numbers are defined as follows 
(for example, see [13]). F or 15,6 E _Tn(R+) and X 2 0, the addition ii + 6 of zi and 6 and the scalar 
multiplication X6 of X and ii are fuzzy numbers given by 
(a+qQ=- [6,+&&5:+&q+ CYE[O,l], 
(XC), = [Xq,Xd,+] ) CY E [O, 11. 
We define a partial order 2 on _Tn(R+). Let 6,& E 3;,(R+). 
?ik& meansthat &i,>&, and ziz>bz, for all Q E [0, 11. 
Then, (&JR+),?5 b ecomes a lattice [14], and k is called the fuzzy max order. Further, for 
6, b E Fm(R+), we define the maximum 6 V 6 of zi and a with respect to the order k by a fuzzy 
number such that 
(8VB)a = [max{Z,,9,} ,max{G,+,S~}] , a E [O,l]. 
Next, we denote by 3( E : Ft.+) the family of all maps i : 3(E) H Fn(R+). This paper calls 
_? E 3(E : R+) a fuzzy-number-valued function on 3(E). We introduce an addition, a scalar 
multiplication, and a maximum on 3(E : R+) as follows. For f, k E 3(E : R+) and X 2 0, the 
addition f + h of f and h, the scalar multiplication As of X and p, and the maximum p v b of j 
and k are given by 
(J+&) (i) :=j(e)+h(i), k3(E), 
(xj) (f) :=xJ(t’) , i E 3(E), 
(fvx) (f) :=j(f)v?L(i), k3(E). 
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Let N := (0, 1,2,. . . } be a time space. Let 0 be a constant satisfying 0 < p ,< 1 and let 
?,Z E 7(E : R+) be bounded in the sense that jj+lj and [[Z/l are finite, where the norm 11 . II 
is given by (2.2) in Section 2. p means a discount rate and ?(dn) and E(&) mean a running 
fuzzy reward and a terminal fuzzy reward at a state 9, (n E N), respectively. Then, we define 
discounted fuzzy rewards with stopping times m by 
m-l 
ii (5, m) := C p”f (dn) + pmE (iim) , 
n=O 
for 5 E 3(E) , mENU{oo}, (1.4) 
where {Zn}F!o is defined by (l.l), and we put the sum CiLip’Y(&,> := 0 (the crisp number 
zero). Then, G(-,m) E F(E : R+) is trivial for m < 00, and further, we can check it by 
(6, Theorem 3.21 when m = 00. This type of reward in Markov chains are well known and are 
studied by Shiryayev [15]. This paper discusses the optimal stopping problem for (1.4) in dynamic 
fuzzy systems (1.1). Put a fuzzy goal by a fuzzy set j : R+ ++ [0, 11, which is a continuous and 
nondecreasing function with 3(O) = 0 and limthoo j (z) = 1. Then we note that Ja = [j; , oo) for 
(Y E [0, 1). In this paper, we consider the following optimal stopping problem. 
PROBLEM 1.1. Maximize 
I3 (ii (5, m)) := 
f 
6 (Z, m) (.z)d p(t) = sup ZER+ min{G (%m) (z),j(z)) (1.5) 
R+ 
over all m E N U {oo}, where P is the possibility measure generated by the density j and f d p 
denotes Sugeno integral (see [16,17]). 
The fuzzy expectation implies the degree of satisfaction of discounted fuzzy rewards, and the 
fuzzy goal 3(z) means a kind of utility function for fuzzy payoffs z in (1.5) (see Figure 1). We 
can find this type of estimation in the fuzzy matrix game (see [18,19]). 
Figure 1. The fuzzy rewards {a(& m)}$&u and the fuzzy goal g. 
On the other hand, from (1.4), we can define an optimal fuzzy reward with respect to the fuzzy 
max order ? as follows: 
C(Z):= V 6(&m)= V {~~‘Y(G)+/J~E(&)}, forSEF(E), (1.6) 
ml0 t7QO n=O 
where V means the supremum with respect to the fuzzy max order k. Kurano et al. [8] discussed 
this type of optimal fuzzy rewards in fuzzy decision processes. Then, we can consider another 
problem to estimate the optimal fuzzy reward (1.6) by the fuzzy expectation B:(e). 
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PROBLEM 1.2. Find times m such that 
S (a(& m)) = B (a (Z)) . 0.7) 
Problems 1.1 and 1.2 are different regarding the optimization orders since the fuzzy max order 
is used in Problem 1.2. However, in Section 3, we prove that the optimal fuzzy expected values 
in Problems 1.1 equals to #(C(S)). 
2. OPTIMAL FUZZY REWARDS 
In this section, we show d E F(E : R+) and give a fuzzy relational equation to characterize 
the optimal fuzzy reward (1.6). The following lemmas are trivial. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let [a,, b,], [a, b] E C(R+) (TX = 0, 1,2,. . . ). Then, 
6) P v [~n,b.l = v P [dhl 7 
i ) 7320 QO if sup b, < 00; TQ.0 
(ii) P 
( 1 
c [a,, &I = c P [&X7 w, if C b, < 00; 
n>O n>O 7@0 
(iii) V (bn7 bJ + h bl) = V [&I, bn] + [a, b], if sup b, < 00, 
n>O ( 1 n>O 
n>O 
where wedefheVn~o[~n,bn] := [suP,~o~~~suP,,~o~~] dC,>o[an, haI:= En~o~n~Cn~oM~ 
LEMMA 2.2. Let in, h E F(E : R+) (n = 0, 1,2,. . . ). Then, for f E F(E), we have 
P V .L (;) = V P.L (f), 
i ) n>O n>O 
(iii) ~o(~~(‘)+k(f))= (~oA(i))+~(i)7 ifSU$&(E),+<m. 
- - 
Next, we introduce a distance between fuzzy-number-valued functions on F(E). We denote 
the Hausdorff metric on C(R+) by 6 (see [ZO]): 
s ([al, h] , [a &!I) := m={lal -4 ,Ih -b2l), for [al,hl,[an,b21 E C(R+) 
Then, we define a metric on F(E : R+) as follows: 
Further, we define a norm I( . 11 on F(E : R+) by 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
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where we put Ii01 E 3(E : R+) by 
Ii01 (i) := 0 (the crisp number zero), for i5 E 3(E). 
Then, we can easily check the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let [a~,h), [c~,d~], [a2,b2], k2,d2] E C(R+). Then, 
6) 6([UI,bI] v [Cl,&], [a2,b21 v k27d21) I max(6([al,h], [~2,~21),~(k17~ll T k’~~d21)); 
(ii) f5([a,,bl] + [q,dl] ,[Uz,bz] + [C2,d2]) 5 S([al,h] I La23b21) +6(Icl~dll ,iC2yd21); 
(iii) s(P[al,bl],P[C1,4]) =~~~~~l~~ll~~~l~~ll~~ 
LEMMA 2.4. Let fl, &, hl, h2 E 3(E : R+). Then, 
(9 d 5vk1,j2vk ( 2) i_m~(d(fi,rz),d(i”‘,X2)); 
(ii) d $1+&r_&++ 
( 
2) Id(jl,fi) ++&2); 
(iii) d (P&A%) = Bd (fl,fi) ; 
(iv) d (!I (3, $z (3) I d (k i2) 
PROOF. (i)-( iii are trivial from Definition (2.1) and Lemma 2.3. (iv) Let t E 3(E). Since ) 
Q(i) E 3(E), we have 
=d(j,,.&), for all cx E [0, 11, i E 3(E). 
This yields (iv). 
We obtain the following theorems for the optimal fuzzy reward 6 in (1.6). 
THEOREM 2.1. It holds that 6 E 3(E : R+). 
PROOF. Let, g E F(E). From Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3, for m’ < m” and cx E [O,l], we have 
x 1 mc /3”r’(T (Z)), + P”‘Z (pm1 (“)), n=O 11 
U m-l 
ml-1 
I ,,rmym,, 6 c Pi: (4” (3), 7 c finf(q”” m 
n=O n=O 1 
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I -g P”IFll + 2Prn’lldI. 
n=m’ 
By letting m” + 00, we obtain 
6 W),, 
( 
V ii (g,m), 5 s (m') , 
O<m<ml 1 
for all m’ 2 1, a E [O,l], 
where 
s (m’) := g P”]]F]] + 2pm’ ]]E]], 
n=m’ 
By Lemma 2.3 (i), we obtain 
for m’ 2 1. 
6(fi(Z),,G(Z),,) 15 G(g),, 
( 
V G(&m), 
O<mlm' ) ( 
+6 V 6(&m),, V W,m)crr 
O<m<m' O<m<m' 
+6 
( 
V ii(& ,6(g),, 
O<m<m’ ) 
I 2~ (m’) + o<%ym, 6 (G (5, m), ,c & ml,, > , for m’ 2 1, (Y’ < a. 
- - 
Since &(m’) is independent of a and CY’, and we have fi(& m) E Fn(R+), this yields 
li; 6 (a (g), , C (s’),,) 5 2.5 (m’) , for all m’ 2 1, cr > 0. 
Therefore, 
lili 6 (C (Z), ) 6 (s’),,) = 0. 
Since ij(& c S(i),, holds trivially for (Y’ < (Y, we obtain G(g) E Fn(R+), for all s’ E 3(E), using 
[4, Lemma 31. Thus, we get 5 E F(E : R+). I 
THEOREM 2.2. (Optimality equation.) The optimal fuzzy reward C E 3(E : R+) is a unique 
solution of the foflowing fuzzy relational equation: 
e (i) = f? (5) v {? (S) + pa (4 ($))} ) for ii E 3(E). (2.3) 
PROOF. Let s’ E F(E). From (1.1) and Lemma 2.2, we have 
m-l 
s(a) = v c p"r'(p(5)) + pmE(q-(if)) 
mL0 n=O 
{ ( 
m-l 
= E(5) v F(s)+ p v c p"y~-l(~(8))) +pm-lE(q--l(@(li))) 
ml1 t-b=1 11 
= E (ii) v {Y (iq + ps (Q (S))}, for 5 E F(E). 
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Therefore, 5 satisfies (2.2). If 69 E .?(E : R+) is another solution of (2.2), then by Lemma 2.4, 
we have 
d(i+) =d(Ev{~+p~(B)},Ev{i:+P~(~)}) 
I d (7 + PG (4)) 7 + P-5 (G)) 
I a! (Pa (4) 1 PC (4)) 
= Pd (a (4) 7 G (3) 
2 @d(C,ti). 
So we obtain G = 6, since 0 < p < 1. Therefore, 17 is a unique solution of (2.2). I 
3. OPTIMAL FUZZY EXPECTED VALUES 
In this section, we discuss the fuzzy expectation of the optimal fuzzy reward. F’rom now on, 
we Ex an initial fuzzy state .G E F(E). Define a level a* by 
(y* := sup {a E [O, l] 1 8, 5 5 (S,t) . (3.1) 
Then, from the continuity of j and C(G), we can easily check 
tj,- I fi (S),+. . (3.2) 
THEOREM 3.1. It holds that 
a* = s (a (S)) . (3.3) 
PROOF. Let (Y satisfy 0 5 a < @(C(a)). By the definition of the fuzzy expectation @(G(6)), we 
have 
& f-l 6 (S), # 0. 
Since 3 is nondecreasing and C(S) E .7% (R+), it is equivalent to 
Therefore, a! I CK*. Thus, we get a* > &8(S)). 
Next, let CY < a*. Then, we have 
3, 5 C(Z),+ . 
Thii is equivalent to 
30 r-l G (Q # 0. 
Therefore, CY 5 &G(Z)). Th us, we get (Y* 5 ,??(a(;)). Therefore, we obtain (3.3). 
THEOREM 3.2. It holds that 
E (6 (S)) = rl B (fi (a, m)) . 
- 
I 
(3.4) 
Therefore, the optimal fuzzy expected value in Problem 1.1 coincides with the optimal fuzzy 
expected value in Problem 1.2. 
PROOF. We have 
ii (a, m),+ < G (i),+ ( for all cx E [0, l] and m 2 0. 
Since 3 is nondecreasing, by the definition of the fuzzy expectation ~??(a($) and fi(G(S, m)), we 
get 
B (fi (a)) 2 S (6 (5, m)) , for all m 2 0. (3.5) 
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If cy* = 0, then (3.4) is trivial from (3.5) and Theorem 3.1. We assume cr.* > 0. Let E be an 
arbitrary real number such that 0 < E < CX*. Let CY satisfy (Y* - E < cr < (Y*. We consider the 
following case: 
6 (5, m),+. < d(S),+. , for all m 2 0. (3.6) 
From the definition of C(Z), there exists a sequence {m’} such that 
6 (s”, m’),f t G (a): , asm’+co. 
Since 
there exists rnh such that 
If the condition (3.6) does not hold, then there exists mb such that 
6 (a, rnb):. = G (a),+. . 
Then 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
So (3.7) holds clearly. Therefore, in the both case (3.6) and (3.8), we obtain (3.7). Since the fi is 
nondecreasing and continuous, from (3.7), we obtain 
By the definition of the fuzzy expectation _@(G(j;, mb)), we get 
B (fi (8, mb)) 2 Q > a* - E. 
Since t is arbitrary, we get 
sup B (ii (s’, m)) 2 cy*. 
l7QO 
Together with (3.5) and Theorem 3.1, we obtain this theorem. 4 
4. OPTIMAL STOPPING TIMES 
In this section, we give an optimal stopping time for Problem 1.1. The following lemma is 
trivial from the definitions. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let&,& E Fn(R+) (n = 0,1,2,...). Then, for cx E [O,l], 
N 
(ii) 
(iii) 
where ii,,,& denotes the a-cut of tin. 
We define a time 
m* ;= inf m E N 1 C(ii,)i. = 
1 I:*} , 
where the infimum of the empty set is understood to be +oo. 
(4.1) 
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We have the following proposition by the standard methods in the classical optimal stopping 
problems (see [15]). 
PROPOSITION 4.1. If m* is finite, then 
6 (5);. = ii(S,m*)a+. . (4.2) 
PROOF. From (4.2) and Lemmas 2.2 and 4.1, we have 
m.-1 
c pv (4” (5));. + P”*E (41n’ (I,)~* 
n=O 
m’-1 
= c p-T(s” (sI))i. + Pm*6 (g?“’ o>;* 
n=O 
m’-1 
= c P”F(P (5)):. 
n=O 
+ P”. :I { ZPf (T (P’ o))-+. + P”E (4” (Qm* (3)):*} 
- n=O 
m’-1 m’+m-1 
= c p”r’(p (q);. + 2; 
- t 
c pnf (g (5)):. + pm*+mZ; (c+m 5 -+* 
= ; pv(~((s’))~. +,“;ll 
n=m* 
(0 ) 
m*-1 
. 
n=O - 
{F p”iq$y(s1)):. IP-E(T(i)):} 
n=m* 
m-l 
= sup . 
m>m* { 
c p”F (F @));t. + P”Z (V (q):. 
n=O 1 
Therefore, we obtain 
On the other hand, from Theorem 2.2 and Lemmas 2.2 and 4.1, we have 
m-l 
CP”P (p (S))L. + P”G (T (s”))L. 
n=o 
= 2 P”r’(ty (i))L. +P” {Z(q” (if)) v {qi- (5)) + Pfi (q-+l (a,}};. 
n=O 
m-l 
= C pnF ((I” (ii)):. + max { prn2; (r (8)):. , { P”y (P (g)),+, + Pm+‘5 (T+l CB))Le}} 
n=O 
Therefore, for m < m*, we obtain 
m-l 
c p”r’($l (s’)),+* + p”a (q”” @))-$ = 2 p”? (F (if)>,+. + orn+Q (CT”” Go,:. 
n=O n=O 
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This yields 
.+ 
= Zl* 1 
m-l 
c p”? (p (8));. + pm6 (P (a,+. 
I 
(4.4) 
- n=O 
i 
m-l 
= 2%. c P”r”(F (s”))$ + P”E(Qm (a),+. . 
- n=O I 
Together with (4.3), we get 
From Lemma 4.1, this yields ii(s”, VI*):. = C(S):+. Thus, we obtain (4.2). I 
THEOREM 4.1. If m* is finite, then m* is an optimal stopping time for Problem 1.1. Ruther, if 
the function ij is strictly increasing within the grades taken on (0, l), then m* is the shortest in 
the class of optimal stopping times. 
PROOF. From Proposition 4.1 and (3.2), we have 
&-• 5 6 (B, m*);t* * (4.5) 
Since the 3 is nondecreasing and ii(8, m*) E Fn(R+), it is equivalent to 
&* n G (I,m*),* # 0. 
By the definition of the fuzzy expectation I?(fi(g, VI*)), we obtain 
&ii (S, m*>> 2 a*. 
By Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, we get 
B(fi (a, m*)) = B (a (5)) = cY*. 
Therefore, m* is an optimal stopping time for Problem 1.1. 
Further, from (4.4), we have 
mclpp (F (Q;t. + pm*c (q-’ (ii));* > rn<ax* 
n=O 
. (4.6) 
From (3.2), (4.6), Proposition 4.1, and the assumption of j;, we have 
ii (a, m),+. < TZ (5, m*),f, = 6 (g):. = 8;. , forallm<m*. 
This yields 
fi (ii(Z, m)) < a*, for all m < m*. 
Therefore, m* is the shortest in the class of optimal stopping times. This completes the proof. I 
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5. A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
We consider a numerical example with a one-dimensional state space. Take the state space 
E := [-2,2] and the discount rate fi := 0.5. Give a fuzzy relation by 
(S(Z, y) = max (1 - 3 Iy - 0.5x1,0} , x,y E E. 
We take an initial fuzzy state by 
&(2) = S(Z) = max{l - 4 12 - II, O}, x E E, 
and we give a sequence of the fuzzy states {In}r!_o by (1.1). Further, in the same way as [4,6], 
we give fuzzy relations 
l-i/2-x-101,O x E E, .z 2 0, 
where l{,) is the classical indicator function of the one point set {x}. In a way similar to (1.2), 
we define a running fuzzy reward and a terminal fuzzy reward by 
7 (E) (2) := fii min{i(z), ?(z, t)}, .Z 1 0, for i E F(E), 
15 (i) (z) := izgmin{i(x) A C(x, z)}, z 2 0, for i E F(E), 
and a fuzzy goal by 
i(z) = 1 - e-0.082, Z 2 0. 
Then we have 
where 1i_2,21 is the classical indicator function of [-2,2]. Similarly 112;1[ I 14 < 00. Therefore, 
we can calculate fuzzy rewards {C(g, m)}~Co. They are shown in Figure 1. The optimal fuzzy 
expected value is given by 
(Y* = J!? (8 (5)) M 0.62949 
at an optimal payoff 
Z * M 12.41078. 
Then, the optimal stopping time is m’ = 1. 
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